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Abstract: This paper examines the different ways that professional experts and
everyday language users engage in scaling practices to claim authority when
they talk about multilingual practices and the social significance they assign to
them. Specifically, we compare sociolinguists’ use of the term translanguaging
to describe multilingual and multimodal practices to the diverse observations
of amateur online commentators, or citizen sociolinguists. Our analysis focuses
on commentary on cross-linguistic communicative practices in Wales, or
“things Welsh people say.” We ultimately argue that by calling practices
“translanguaging” and defaulting to scaled-up interpretations of multilingual
communication, sociolinguists are increasingly missing out on analyses of how
the social meaning of (cross)linguistic practices accrues and evolves within
specific communities over time. By contrast, the fine-grained perceptions of
“citizen sociolinguists” as they discuss their own communicative practices in
context may have something unique and underexamined to offer us as
researchers of communicative diversity.
Keywords: citizen sociolinguistics, translanguaging, Welsh, Wenglish, scales,
metadiscursive regime

1 Introduction
He, my friends, is talking in what we like to call ‘Wenglish’
– IDontHaveAName, 2018
In this paper we examine instances of multilingual communication and how
people talk about them. Our analysis is concerned with the different ways that
professional experts and everyday language users engage in scaling practices
(Blommaert 2007) to claim authority when they talk about multilingual practices
and the social significance they assign to them. We first look at how scaling
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processes come into play when sociolinguists use the term translanguaging to
label and make sense of multilingual and multimodal communication. Although
translanguaging literature is diverse in its origins and emphases, this academic
community tends to place a premium on scale-jumping, or, contextualizing
particular practices in terms of broader institutions or frames. We then contrast
this to the use of scaling by citizen sociolinguists (Rymes and Leone 2014), or
amateur online commentators on the social meaning of language. In looking at
YouTube commentary on multilingual practices in and about Welsh, we note
that citizen sociolinguists engage with scales in much more varied ways than
simply scaling up.

2 Scaling and metadiscursive regimes
Scaling is a process, akin to Goffman’s “framing” (Goffman 1974), in which
utterances are understood as effective because they are part of a larger set of
“social and cultural norms, genres, traditions, expectations” (Blommaert
2007: 4). Blommaert has introduced the concept of “sociolinguistic scales”
to clarify how different forms of communication invoke different contexts or
orders of indexicality. Lower (or smaller) scale ways of using language invoke
local orders of indexicality, indexing the nearby, the individual, the immediate. Higher (larger) scale ways of using language invoke global or institutional norms, systems, and histories. Shifts from small scale to large scale
framing can occur within even a single utterance, or across two utterances, as
in this example, an imagined exchange between a student (S) and tutor (T)
provided by Blommaert:
S: I’ll start my dissertation with a chapter reporting on my fieldwork
T: We start our dissertations with a literature review chapter here.
While the first utterance by S focuses on the here and now, using pronouns “I”
and “my” and a specific plan for his own dissertation (small scale), T scales up,
indexing higher scale institutional norms by using the pronouns “We” and “our”
to make a generalization about all dissertations at this university – or “here”. As
Blommaert (2007) writes, this is
a power move in which a higher level of relevance, truth, validity or value is called on to
cancel the suggestion made by the student … individuals have been replaced by institutionally circumscribed roles … the specific case is measured against categories of cases:
from token to type, from contextualized to decontextualized (p. 6).
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The process of scaling to situate individual acts within a particular
institutionally recognizable frame involves, more specifically, scaling utterances to what Lionel Wee has called a shared metadiscursive regime (Wee
2011). A metadiscursive regime is a largely unquestioned regularity in how
language is described or represented (meta-discourse) within specific communities, groups, or publics. Wee, for example, notes that both detractors
and supporters of “Singlish” in Singapore’s language ideological debates
share unchallenged (but not unchallengeable) metadiscursive assumptions
about what Singlish is and what stakes a Singlish language policy has for
the country. While talking heads from opposing camps in Singapore engage
in political debates, they nevertheless discuss the issues within a shared
metadiscursive regime. In contrast, academic linguists in Singapore operate
with a different set of assumptions about Singlish (a different metadiscursive
regime); as a result, their analyses are often ignored by or totally irrelevant to
political debates. Metadiscursive regimes serve to unify utterances from vastly
different contexts and accomplish very different things under a single concept, recognizable by a specific discourse community. In the case of academic
sociolinguists, as we argue below, one such regime applies the label “translanguaging” to multilingual practices as a means of making sense of them on
a broader scale. Metadiscursive regimes that regulate YouTubers, by contrast,
encourage different (and diverse) orientations to scales.
By bringing together the concepts of scale and metadiscursive regime, we
highlight that while scaling is a highly malleable move within the emergent flow
of discourse, communities have regularities in how they decide whether a
scaling practice is appropriate. Our analysis first looks specifically at how the
scaling-up practices of researchers contribute to an overly generalized label for
multilingual practices (“translanguaging”). Within this metadiscursive regime,
one can imagine a voicing structure paralleling the scaled-up power move of
Blommaert’s tutor: We (sociolinguists) call instances of multilingualism “translanguaging” and translanguaging is good. However, as we will expand on
below, the specter of such a monologic metadiscursive regime surrounding the
term “translanguaging” also poses a threat to the very project translanguaging
scholars originally set out to accomplish: namely, illuminating and supporting
previously threatened or marginalized language practices and their particular
context-based functionality. We propose a new way to illuminate those underrepresented languages and voices. By analyzing widely circulating citizen sociolinguistic examples from the internet and the diverse and ongoing scaling
practices in these interactions, we illustrate one possible analytic pathway out
of the translanguaging metadiscursive regime: a close look at how language
users themselves scale back when they discuss language.
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3 Scaling and metadiscursive regimes
of translanguaging
The concept of translanguaging has been used by scholars to refer to a wide
variety of multilingual practices, theoretical stances on language and communication, and approaches to language education. Despite this, we argue that the
common thread through translanguaging research has been a metadiscursive
convergence in which academics practice upscaling to make multilingual practices legible and meaningful. Researchers typically credit the first use of the term
“translanguaging” to Welsh pedagogical researchers dating back to the 1980s,
specifically to applied linguist Colin Baker (2001, 2003) and his translation of the
Welsh term trawsieithu, coined by Cen Williams.1 Williams developed trawsieithu
to refer narrowly to a cognitive skill that he saw exhibited by bilinguals, namely
“(i) receiving information in one language and (ii) using or applying it in the
other language” (Williams 2002b: 2).2 While trawsieithu “happens naturally in
everyday life” (p. 2) for children from Welsh-speaking households, Williams
argued that the skill could be systematically developed for academic literacy
through careful pedagogical planning; he suggested that teachers use a translanguaging pedagogy – or purposely alternating between English and Welsh as
languages of input and output – in order to develop students’ competency in
both languages. Baker brought the term to a broader English audience by
including it in his general text Foundations of Bilingual Education and
Bilingualism (2001).
Despite frequent respect paid to translanguaging’s Welsh origins,
the term’s current prominence in sociolinguistic research has roots in its
second – and much broader – articulation, notably by Ofelia García (García
2009). Similar to Williams, García has advocated for translanguaging in
response to an ideology of bilingual education that positions monolingualism
as a norm, separates languages as a policy within classrooms, and as she
elaborates, pathologizes cross-linguistic practices as deficient and in need of
correction. García’s major project has been to place translanguaging at the center
of bilingual communication and sense-making. Positioning her research against
1 According to Lewis et al. (2012) Williams and his colleague Dafydd Whitehall developed the
term during a professional development workshop. They originally translated trawsieithu it as
“translanguifying” but later Williams and Baker settled on “translanguaging”. Williams’ own
English-language publications (2002a, 2002b) refer to “translanguaging”.
2 Williams distinguishes translanguaging from translation in that the former involves processing information across languages, and not simply coming up with equivalences in another
language.
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cognitive and educational research on “code-switching,” she argues that the
everyday cross-linguistic practices of bilinguals constitute a unified repertoire to
be understood and valued on its own terms, and not divided into separate
competencies according ideological definitions of what constitutes a language.
In this work (which contrasts somewhat with her later co-authored work, discussed below), García was focused on the classroom contexts of Spanish/English
bilingualism in New York City, where the use of Spanish and English together was
deeply stigmatized. Her scholarship drew attention to damaging pedagogical
ramifications of both the prevailing monolingual language ideologies prominent
in public education in the United States, and the double-monolingual assumptions of the cognitivist code-switching scholarship.
Both these foundational uses of translanguaging – Williams in Wales, and
García in the United States – invoke scale quite deliberately, perhaps even
strategically. Namely, they contextualize cross-linguistic acts within broader
(though specific) histories of marginalization and argue that validating or cultivating those acts can lead to better lives for bilingual people. In the Welsh
context, translanguaging is proposed to make “… fluent bilingual pupils of
children that were almost totally monoglot English” (Williams 2002a: 10), for
leading to “the purposeful use of both languages” (Baker 2001: 2008) and
therefore revitalization of Welsh. In García’s context, applying a label like
“translanguaging” provides an asset-based vocabulary for educators to talk
about the hybrid language practices of minoritized students in the U.S. (García
2014; García and Leiva 2014); this project has clear political implications, as the
alternative would be leaving such labeling to the rigid and deficit-oriented
classificatory schemes of the U.S. educational bureaucracy, a context in which
bilingual children can instead be labeled “Long Term English Language
Learners (L-TELLs)” (Flores and Rosa 2015).3
Subsequent translanguaging literature has preserved this discursive practice
of upscaling, though it has increasingly moved away from what we might call
‘strategic upscaling’ described above to upscaling for its own sake. Wei (2011),
for example, focuses on highly “creative and critical” (p. 1223) language play
that breaks down linguistic boundaries. He provides examples of how three
young-adult friends construct a “translanguaging space” within which they
display their confidence with their “linguistic identity as multilinguals,”
(p. 1226) as illustrated by this exchange among Chinese youths having “fun
with words” (p. 1226) while being interviewed by Li Wei:
3 A number of other authors have referred to translanguaging to argue against monolingual
ideologies within language education, including Bauer et al. (2017), Creese and Blackledge
(2010), García-Mateus and Palmer (2017), and Hornberger and Link (2012).
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Li Wei unpacks this wordplay for the reader, pointing out that the sound of the
Chinese phrase for “white collar dog,” “bi ling gao,” approximates the sound
of the English word, “bilingual”, creating a clever bilingual pun. Li Wei
describes such unpacking as precisely the job of the applied linguist. The
applied linguist must also then go beyond the momentary humor and analyze
what this type of language play means to individuals and society. In this role,
Li Wei then scales up dramatically, suggesting that by using language in
“creative and critical” ways like this, multilinguals are showing that they
have “the capacity to change society” (p. 1234). Li Wei’s scaling serves primarily an academic purpose: making linguistic arguments about the nature of
language to other scholars.
Interestingly, the difference between upscaling strategically and doing so
for its own sake is often effaced in subsequent translanguaging literature
(e. g. García and Wei 2014; Otheguy et al. 2015). As a result, calling hybrid
language practice in both contexts “translanguaging,” and assuming that
they are both equally “creative” and “critical,” places the emphasis on the
linguistic act itself as transformative, rather than overall socio-political projects that inspired the use of the term. As a result of this move, the vocabulary
of social and political transformation – e. g. “giving voice to those who do
not speak” (Beres 2015: 112, quoting García 2014) – is imputed to an evergrowing list of practices called translanguaging. There are no examples of
specific investigation of how such practices might be transformative in context. Rather, this research collectively snowballs to build a shared metadiscursive regime, enacting the broad perspective that could be encapsulated in
this statement: We call instances of multilingualism ‘translanguaging,’ and
translanguaging is good.
In a recent, and by no means unique, example, Rosiers, Lancker, and
Delarue’s (2018) research in Belgium uses translanguaging as a frame. They
invoke the broad metadiscursive stance, ‘translanguaging is good,’ by presenting a series of examples of language switching from two very different Dutchmedium classrooms: one in Brussels with students from diverse home-language
backgrounds in which Dutch is used most of the time and another in Flanders
where students share a home language of Flemish Dutch and speak Standard
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Dutch in class only during stylized performances. They compare examples of
language shifting by context and categorize them into functions (socio-emotional, pedagogical, and instrumental).
While the two classrooms present a fascinating contrast vis-à-vis Dutch as a
medium of instruction, the authors scale jump by claiming that these instances
of language switching are the same class of thing – i. e. acts of translanguaging –
and therefore comparable in isolation. However, what stands out from around the
edges of their analysis is that switching between Dutch and home languages
seems to operate very differently between the examples they cite and across the
classroom contexts. In a compelling anecdote, a student uses the Arabic word
“hellouf ” [pig or pork] to ask whether a sweet provided by the teacher contains
pork products and would therefore not be halal, i. e. not permitted within Islam.
This becomes an issue of significant negotiation between the teacher and the
class, as the teacher mistakenly thinks the student is referring to pork meat. Other
students jump in to clarify – using Dutch and French – that gelatin can also
contain pork.

(Rosiers et al. 2018: 19)
The authors’ analysis ultimately stops at noting that the teacher “gave
voice” (p. 19) to the student’s use of Arabic by responding to or not shutting
down the cross-linguistic question. The authors classify this as an instance of
the “socio-emotional function of translanguaging” (p. 20) and move on to the
next example. There are a number of complex socio-political issues at play here,
including the political marginalization of Muslim and Arab-origin communities
in Belgium, the differing social indexicalities of French and Arabic as “home”
languages that result, the asymmetrical expertise about Islamic food preparation
practices, and the socio-political significance of a teacher allowing this type of
negotiation in their classroom. However, the translanguaging frame leads the
authors to scale up in an entirely different direction, imputing the most social
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(and pedagogical) significance to the crossing of named-language boundaries,
leading them to decontextualize and compare examples on that basis. Here,
“calling something translanguaging” amounts to a dramatic decontextualization
of language practices that has become increasingly common (see also Jones
2017; Tsuchiya 2017), though certainly not in the explicitly political spirit in
which García intended the concept. The scaled-up academic voice – we call this
translanguaging – seems to have become sufficient to identify when and how
hybrid linguistic acts are socially significant. By scaling up, the researchers
successfully participate in a metadiscursive regime in which “multilingualism
is called ‘translanguaging,’ and ‘translanguaging’ is good,” but may fall short of
illuminating the contextualized function of those multilingual language practices for the participants.
Within this metadiscursive regime, there has been a proliferation of
descriptions of translanguaging (often going beyond multilingualism to
include, e. g., multimodality, multimedia literacy, gesture, gaze) and to identify, more precisely, the ‘good’ accomplished by these practices: some
researchers assign pedagogical or functional value to the practices they call
translanguaging (Jones 2017; Rosiers, Lancker, and Delarue 2018; Tsuchiya
2017); some assign translanguaging socially transformational power (Helm
and Dabre 2018); some see translanguaging as evidence of a human instinct
(Wei 2018); some use translanguaging as the latest languaging-esque neologism4 to give theoretical importance to mundane multilingual encounters
(Blackledge and Creese 2017; Gorter and Cenoz 2015; Hua, Wei and Lyons
2017; Pennycook 2017).
In this sense, translanguaging scholarship has become a metadiscursive
regime in which the word “translanguaging” can refer, empirically, not only to
multilingual practices, but to just about anything. Within the translanguaging
metadiscursive regime, scholars make general claims for individual language
acts – scaling them up so they are recognizable as important. Individual acts of
multilingualism are framed as part of a larger scale generalization and prescription: a recommended teaching practice, an example of “mental grammar,” or the
way language works. At these larger scale levels, the individuals and their
unique communicative situations get left behind. Whatever once counted as
“translanguaging” (minoritized communicative practices of individuals that presumably needed institutional recognition) is bleached into something standardized and generalizable.

4 Contrast with other like polylingual languaging (Jørgensen 2008) and metrolingualism
(Pennycook and Otsuji 2015).
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A common denominator for these diverse uses of translanguaging is that
they aim at legitimizing minoritized communicative practices. In contrast to
Blommaert’s description of scale-jumping as oppressive, these scholars jump
scale as part of a liberating project – to counter other hegemonic metadiscourse about multilingualism. However, what is increasingly lost as the conversation on translanguaging has turned inwards among academics (and away
from its original political-educational projects) is that as soon as something is
“scaled up,” accounting for the practice occurs in an entirely new discourse
context – seen from the perspective of the analyst, rather than the situated
perspective of language users themselves. Paradoxically, when, in the interest
of countering oppressive discourses about multilingualism, we call something
“translanguaging,” we run the risk of making hegemonic claims ourselves.
More specifically, we may blind ourselves to the dynamics of multilingualism
in the lives of those proffering their speech, and to their own fine-grained
language expertise.
In the remainder of our analysis, instead of scaling up from situated instances of talk to make claims about “translanguaging” within the metadiscursive
regime of bilingual education or applied linguistics, we look at how multilingual
language users themselves discuss their own multilingualism. Do they scale up
to make empowering claims? If so, to what metadiscursive regime are they
scaling? How do their scaling practices differ from those of scholars? What do
they accomplish?

4 Scaling and metadiscursive regimes within
citizen sociolinguistics
To examine metadiscursive regimes other than those of our own scholarship, we
look at how language users themselves scale each other’s utterances, analyzing
the comments of and about three exemplary and highly viewed and commentedon Welsh YouTube videos. These videos are: Things Welsh People Say: Common
Welsh Sayings by KatieMayoxx (354,717 views, 1,544 comments); Cyfweliad Iwan
Rheon by Lle (106,207 views, 197 comments); and Iwan Rheon Interviewed in
Welsh (Translated) by Joy Kathleen (177,380 views, 240 comments).5 We identify

5 View and comment counts are as of February 16, 2019.
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KatieMayoxx, her viewers who register comments, and the viewers who register
comments on the other Welsh videos as “citizen sociolinguists.” Citizen sociolinguists are any people (bilinguals, monolinguals, multilinguals, plurilinguals,
metrolinguals, etc.) who talk about language and publicly share their insights,
often via social media (Rymes and Leone 2014). Citizen sociolinguists do not
primarily concern themselves with scholarly debates in general, and probably
have no interest in whether they are “translanguaging.”
It should be noted that, in this article, we are speaking from the vantage
point of academic contributors ourselves. Therefore, a closer look at the language descriptions and opinions discussed by citizen sociolinguists is not simply the opposite of the type of academic upscaling that pervades in
translanguaging literature – all academic research involves some use of scale
and recontextualization to make observations about the world in the first place.
However, where calling KatieMayoxx a “translanguager” might be the end of the
story, calling her a “citizen sociolinguist” is the beginning of an analysis: What
does she know? What does sharing her knowledge accomplish for her?
Exploring the discussions of citizen sociolinguists is thus an analytic approach
akin to Singh’s (2016) concept of downscaling culture, wherein “the journey
[between scales] is its own reward” (p. 25); rather than defaulting to a scaledup interpretation of multilingual practices, an analysis of what citizen sociolinguists talk about and debate, and how they build community and authority,
illuminates the most relevant – the most contextualized – features of language
for language users themselves. In what follows we engage, as academics, in
analytic downscaling of the type described by Singh (2016). Our analysis focuses
on what we call scaling back, that is, an interactional move made by citizen
sociolinguists as they discuss language.

4.1 Example 1: KatieMayoxx
KatieMayoxx’s “Things Welsh people say” performance has never been framed
by anyone as an act of translanguaging, nor would we call it that. Unlike
translanguaging scholars discussed above, when KatieMayoxx talks about
“Welsh” and uses “Welsh” words, she backs off any claims about the
“Welshness” or “Englishness” of any of them. In the first seconds of her
video, she insists that others may have very different ideas about “Welsh,”
then uses air quotes around “common Welsh sayings” and slows down as she
says “around my area” seemingly distancing herself from this capital “W” Welsh
designation:
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KatieMayoxx: I live more towards the Cardiff way,
so um, it could be completely different more up the valleys, or, anyway
so please don’t – I don’t want people
sayin’ “I don’t say that” “I don’t say
that” That’s okay.
I’m just saying, ((finger quotes))
“common Welsh sayings,” but ((slowing voice)) < around my area > .”
She goes on to emphasize that she is not “taking the piss out of anybody”: She
doesn’t want to make any claims at all about anything she is saying about Welsh
being any more generalizable than things she-and-people-around-her say:

KatieMayoxx: Most of the stuff on this list,
I say.
((emphasis on ‘I’, pointing at self))
So I am not taking the piss out of
anybody.
They are just common things I say
and people around me say.

KatieMayoxx’s emphasis on scaling back suggests she is participating in a very
different metadiscursive regime than that of the ‘We call this translanguaging’
literature, orienting to very different assumptions. Given our current emphasis
on scaling practices, we might even call her discursive regime one of radical
scaling back. She resists any upscaling statements and pre-emptively denies that
she is generalizing at all. Given common-sense understandings of internetmediated discussion, KatieMayoxx may recognize that if she made scaled-up
comments here about Welsh, she could be vulnerable to all types of attacks. At
least one comment attends directly to this preamble, noting there must be
something “wrong with the world” that makes all this pre-emptive scaling
back necessary:
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Mopenstein’s question “what’s wrong with the world?” invokes the larger
scale that KatieMayoxx seems to be attempting to skirt around by talking about
herself as an individual. Scaling back is thus a strategic discourse move that is
perhaps the inverse of Blommaert’s upscaling; rather than claiming authority by
anchoring one’s position in broader institutions, KatieMayoxx manages her stance
by hedging her knowledge claims and focusing on highly localized scales.
As the other comments that focus on the specific language examples begin
to suggest, some viewers do want to take generalizations away from Katie’s
performance – despite her emphatic scaling back and her own very personal and
specific presentation of each word or phrase. However, countering mopenstein’s
suggestion about “the inevitably offended,” all of the comments create a generally positive and generative dialogue around language use. It seems
KatieMayoxx may have skillfully navigated YouTube and citizen sociolinguistic
norms for regulating metadiscourse – scaling back norms that look very different from the scholarly discourse of translanguaging.
Most of the comments follow these norms of scaling back. While many viewers
make generalizations about being “Welsh,” their comments stay at the level of their
identity as an individual, or they relate personal anecdotes about those words in their
lives, as Molly Hill’s very positively received (88 thumbs up) comment illustrates:

Other viewers take their comments in a more local direction, specifying not
simply their “Welsh” being, but their regional identity. While the comments
below gravitate toward generalizations about regional variation, they use exclusively first-person statements (“I live in South Wales,” “I’m from Cwmbran,”
“I’m from Port Talbot”) to talk about their language use:
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Xanthe Xx’s comment, “I literally say all of these,” refers to all the words
and phrases that KatieMayoxx goes on to illustrate in her video. After the
preamble, the video is structured as a list of words and phrases that “Welsh
people say.” Commenters embrace these words, often zeroing in on one or
another to describe their personal experience with it.
“Cwtch”, for example, is a highly commented-on entry. In her preamble to
the word “cwtch,” KatieMayoxx situates it by specifying different groups of
people who may or may not know what this word means.
KatieMayoxx: So the first word is “cwtch.”
MOST of you may already know
about this just because of The
Valleys [reality TV show set in
Wales] has been shown.
But some of you like in America
and stuff might not even know
what it means?
Basically…
KM suggests specific types of non-Welsh-labeled people (Valleys viewers, people
in America) that may or may not already know this word. In this way she scales
up a bit, going beyond a discussion of simply what “I and people around me
say” to generalize about who might also know this word. But she still keeps her
comments on the scale of the individual. She is not claiming all “Welsh” people
know this (or should) – but she is addressing her Welsh viewers specifically,
saying “most of you may already know this.” Nor is she making strong claims
about what “Americans” know or don’t know. Instead she says, “some of you in
America and stuff might not know … ”. Then most of her definition involves
specific examples of use: “Give me a cwtch” or “Go and cwtch down” (said to a
dog). While some of her viewers scale up to make generalizations about “cwtch”
as a “Wales thing,” their comments remain in service of their identity as
individuals, telling anecdotes about their own experience and affirming their
own membership in the Welsh community: “the joys of being Welsh”!
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Viewers have similar reactions to KatieMayox’s description of the word
“scram.” As with cwtch, “scram” seems to be a word that is exclusively
“Welsh.” As Katie describes it, this word “basically means ‘scratch.’” She tells
an anecdote about someone not understanding it and concludes “only the Welsh
people say it apparently. More people might say it. I don’t know. I honestly cannot
believe that this is only a Welsh saying.” Readers follow suit, not only identifying
with the word, but with the same feeling that “everyone” uses this word:

“I am,” is another “little sayin’” discussed by KatieMayoxx. She says she is
“pretty sure this is just the Welsh” and then provides a list of sentences someone
might say using “I am” in the characteristic Welsh way (a process known by
upscaling linguists as “right dislocation”):
KatieMayoxx: I’m
I’m
I’m
I’m
I’m

hungry I am
starvin’ I am
thirsty I am
cold I am
hot I am

This receives some scaling-up comments about “The Welsh Language.”

While louis ricardo is offering some scholarly-sounding scaled-up information
about “the Welsh language” (using the Welsh term Cymraeg), the comment
scales this back by embedding general knowledge in a little narrative about
louis ricardo’s husband, even contextualizing the husband’s scaled-up knowledge as being delivered in “long lectures” about Cymraeg. While “long lectures”
might seem boringly and pompously upscaled, by including this detail louis
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ricardo scales back the information in this thread – turning it into a story about
a relationship, rather than a cold hard fact about Welsh.
Further scaling back, others offer specific personal anecdotes that include
comparisons to non-Welsh languages like Danish, or, in the example below,
Irish:

Another word on the list is “mun.” In describing this word, however, Katie
scales back in the extreme, wondering if it even would qualify as a word:
KatieMayox: The next word is “mun.” I don’t
know if this is said anywhere else
but I’m pretty sure it’s only
Wales?
How do we say it?
If someone’s goin on at you you
go
“Oh for God’s sake MUN!”
Mun.
It’s not even a word I don’t think?
But yeah.

Even though Katie might be seen as scaling up with “How do we say it?”, she
quickly scales back to a specific occasion: “if someone’s going on at you, you go
“Oh for God’s sake MUN.”
While Katie hesitates to even make claims that it is a word, at least one of
her viewers, Leomende Eald Englisc, sees “Mun” as a distinct word, and in
contrast to the many personal comments, scales up dramatically, departing from
the local, anecdotal, and particular:
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Leornende Eald Englisc has authoritative things to say about ‘mun’, its
linguistic history and its meaning. The commenter has made a scale jump
uncharacteristic of most of the other comments. However, this is not done not
by naming this an act of “translanguaging”. Instead, Leornende Eald Englisc
seems to be participating of an “historical linguistics” metadiscursive regime,
projecting authority about this “Welsh” word by upscaling it, seemingly, to
some presupposed “Atlas of UK Dialects”.
While KatieMayoxx may have been only interested in “Welsh” words that she
and people around her say, it seems people from further afield are also interested
in talking about the specific way these words (be they Welsh, English, or some
combination) operate in their context. For the most part the way people talk about
flexible multilingualism with regards to Welsh and English in this video involves a
metadiscursive regime where there is a significant threat of retribution for “taking
the piss” out of others, and where, instead, the scaled-back personal anecdote is
rewarded with many thumbs up. A norm seems to have emerged in which using
small scale rhetoric accrues social value. Even generalizations about, for example
“you in America,” carry a scaled-back addressivity, framed as guesses about
individual attributes of particular viewers. Occasionally, comments voice different
types of expertise, invoking different scales – historical linguistics, “the Welsh
language,” or “long lectures about Cymraeg.” In general, however, the most
positively received and productively commented on contributions involve scaling
back, personal anecdotes, or first-person statements savoring specific words and
their contribution to a distinctive Welsh-like identity.
Paradoxically, despite KatieMayoxx’s preamble denying any upscaling
whatsoever, comments react to her video as a validation, precisely because, as
a globally circulated YouTube video about “things Welsh people say,” it does,
inevitably, scale up. Suddenly what viewers thought were their own idiosyncrasies seem validated when they are recognized as part of a named language or
something that people do who are in a named cultural group (“Welsh”). While,
they don’t name their practices “translanguaging,” calling all these practices
“Things Welsh People Say” seems to provide the necessary platform for ongoing
discussion of the language practices of citizen sociolinguists from Wales.

4.2 Example 2: Cyfweliad Iwan Rheon Y Lle
Our next example the YouTube video is not about Welsh at all – but is, instead,
in Welsh. Nevertheless, despite the high-interest content – an interview with
Game of Thrones star Iwan Rheon – most comments below the video (197 total)
are not about acting, or TV, or Iwan Rheon’s life, but about the language being
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spoken. Most commenters treat the video as a springboard for talking, not about
TV shows, but about language practices of Welsh speakers.
As illustrated here, the entire interview takes place in a Welsh cafe, over a
couple beers (English subtitles are provided by YouTube).

Despite the mass-mediated content of the material being discussed here, almost
all the 197 comments are about language. In contrast to the majority of comments on KatieMayoxx’s video, many comments here scale up to debate the
history of Welsh, or the quality or native-ness of the Welsh being spoken. One of
those comments, for example, emphasizes the functionality of what another
commenter had claimed was his “bad Welsh” – empathizing with the need to
have filler words and English words for new technology that they simply “don’t
bother translating”. Many comments seem to be attempting to identify some
large-scale understanding of what officially “counts” as Welsh. Even at this
scale of discussion, however, the debate is lively, and there is no consensus
on what exactly counts as Welsh or “native speaker” Welsh in this context.
IDontHaveAName (appropriately named) even makes a comment that seems to
explicitly transcend “named language boundaries” – or to name new ones.

While IDontHaveAName doesn’t call this translanguaging, they do scale up to call
it “Wenglish.” Still,the scaling back “what we like to call” (with a hedging “like
to” in there), the personal appeal to “my friends,” and the single quotation marks
around ‘Wenglish,’ mitigate any claims that ‘Wenglish’ achieves the scale of an
official and named language or generalizable process like “translanguaging.”
A subsequent comment shares IDontHaveAName’s scaled-back personal
reaction to this language name:
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Most of the other comments have the familiar, first-person, scaled-back
character of the majority of the KatieMayoxx comments, often remarking on
precise elements of the Welsh being spoken (whether viewers understand it or
not). Table 1 provides some examples of these scaled back comments in contrast
to those in Table 2 that make generalizations about the Welsh language and the
standardized quality of each speaker’s performance.
Table 1: Commenters scaling back (Personal, anecdotal, focused on the particular).
Andrew:

Dw i’n Dysgu Cyrmreag gyda Duolingo, Dw i am wella fy Nghymraeg, so I
try and listen to as much as possible to test my comprehension.

Paige Braithwaite:

Im suprised she can tell what he’s saying because as if welsh wasnt hard
enough he mumbles it bless him

Your Boy Mr Mac:

I find it pretty amazing that this language has survived as a first language,
even when the country is right next to England and placed right in the
middle of the British Isles. And the way that they can sit around drinking
beers and casually slipping between English and Welsh without really
thinking about it is great.

Terinka:

:D all I hear is gibberish with occasional “like” “yeah” “now” “game of
thrones” “Simon” and so on:D

Meagan M:

Can’t understand a word but I love listening to him!

MPP:

I understood “window” cuz it sounds like Latin fenestra

zohoro:

i dont understand him one bit but i still found him cool as hell

Brick Brick:

I don’t speak Welsh but damn he sounds good

Imxginearii:

The first time I have seen someone on youtube speak welsh am I’m not
joking. I can speak a bit of welsh but not fluently

ZSalchemist:

Wenglish ? love it

Table 2: Commenters jumping scale in Cyfweliad Iwan Rheon (generalized, global, standardizing claims about language).
IDontHaveAName:

He my friends, is talking in what we like to call ‘Wenglish’

commenter unknown:

There are some words in Welsh that are similar due to a common
Indoeuropean origin, (e. g. most numbers) but most of the obvious
similarities with Latin and Romance languages are due to borrowing
from Latin, either during the Roman occupation or later because of the
Church. Most times you can tell which route was followed. E. g. pysg
‘fish’ is from Latin pisces because although there was a similar word in
Common Celtic the p was lost (Gaelic iasg). The rules for the way words
changed over time in the different languages have been worked out in
great detail.
(continued )
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Table 2: (continued )

Alexander Pateishvili: is he a native speaker? or is it his second language? native welsh
speakers would know
LD Shelley:

He’s a native speaker.

Dwincasau Ywefanma:

definitely NOT a native speaker. his welsh is garbled, ineloquent.
he would have learned it in school.

Dwincasau Ywefanma:

the interviewer is a native speaker, very clear and articulate.

LD Shelley:

If he’s garbled and ineloquent here, than he’s garbled and
ineloquent in his native language. Many people are incredibly
garbled and ineloquent when they speak their native languages and
especially they can be so in interviews or at least in any one given
interview. (However, the claim that he’s garbled and ineloquent
here is itself debatable. At times, maybe, but at others, no.)

Gruffydd ap Cynan:

I think it’s a Cardiff thing, a lot of Cardiffian welsh speakers incorporate
English words into the language, more than welsh speakers further
west from my perspective.

As excerpted in Table 2, there are times when viewers upscale to comment on
the history of the Welsh language, or to make claims about “native speaker”
status of these Welsh speakers. However, most comments express a first-person
perspective, or are comments about this specific interaction and the impression
the language within it makes on them. A few comments also spill into ironic
savoring of the language, joking about how it sounds like drunk Finnish, or
drunk English, or even, in the comment below, how language might come out if
you smashed your face into the computer:

This take on the Welsh spoken in the interview itself seems to depend on the
depersonalized, scale jumping language of science to succeed in its irony (“no
other methods are known at this time”). Similar savoring of language specifics
while ironically poking fun at scale-jumping expertise is on display at its most
extreme in our last example, this alternatively sub-titled version of the same
interview.
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4.3 Example 3: Iwan Rheon interviewed in Welsh (Translated)
Joy Kathleen
This is the identical video and audio clip as the Welsh interview discussed in
Example 2, above. However, in the tradition of the “Bad Lip Reading” YouTube
genre, one creative YouTuber has created English subtitles that play off the
sound of Welsh, but have little to do with the content of what Iwan Rheon is
saying, as illustrated here:

Despite its massive absurdity, this version has even more views (177,380) and
comments (240) than the legitimate version of the interview. And here, the
comments also revel in language, most savoring particular words and “translations” of them:
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And several viewers make their comments in a combination of Welsh and
English:

These words and discussions of them (“Moundblig” for example) are scaling
back to savor the contextual particulars of this scene, the sound of the words,
and the hilarious juxtaposition of the fake translation in the subtitles.
When comments do scale up, it is in the ironic tone of the mock-scientist. A
few, for example, praise the quality of this translation:.

And one even names the recognizable, widely circulating “Bad Lip-Reading”
YouTube genre and places this video historically:

These scaled-back comments, with their appreciation for individual words and
phrases (and no reference whatsoever to named language boundaries!) contrast
with the ironic scaling up tendencies and generalizations in those comments
that name “The Welsh Years,” or praise the quality of this obviously fake
translation.
The humor generated by this language play propels dialogue – and, even
might remind our readers of the language play that Wei (2011) has called
attention to in his interviews with Chinese youth in London. Recall the “bi
ling gau” homophony with “bilingual” that Li Wei analyzes as a “translanguaging moment” (Wei 2011: 1226). Should we call these YouTube videos and the
comments they generate instances of “translanguaging”? The creative process
these YouTube commenters are participating in may be similar to the language
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play Li Wei notes among his research participants. However, our analysis
departs from Li Wei’s in how we proceed from these excerpts. Li Wei insists
that the role of the “Applied Linguist” is to identify the critical and creative
aspect of these comments. Applied Linguistics professionals alone, Li Wei
argues, have the know-how to make these sorts of analytic judgments and
scaled-up claims.
We are interested in making very different claims. Instead of jumping up to
a larger scale, making claims, as applied linguists, about the function of this
language play, our analysis instead follows where these comments lead – what
kinds of scaling practices are going on in this conversation about the Welsh
language? In this case, for example, after watching this “bad-lip-reading” version, some people, interested in “Welsh,” the named language, want to go back
to the interview and find its real translation (the original interview we analyzed
above) and are kindly directed there by other readers:

Viewing commenters like Gopnik Aleks, LD Shelley, and Kagerou as “citizen
sociolinguists,” and their dialogue as a form of everyday inquiry, allows us to
see the concrete effects their knowledge has on the social world. In this scaledback instance, directly addressing Kagerou, LD Shelley could even be seen as
fulfilling the purpose (on a smaller scale) of the original Welsh translanguaging
scholars. LD Shelley acts on behalf of Welsh revitalization, but now through the
scaled back actions of a grass roots language lover. This extended comment,
providing detailed viewing advice, suggests LD Shelley has spent a lot of time
with these Welsh YouTube videos and is happy to share that experience:
“unfortunately, the cc’s on that video seem to start running ahead of the
conversation at certain parts, so you might want to listen through it, but then
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play it muted or some such to make it easier to follow the full transcript.”
Kagerou’s response (“Thanks a lot!”) suggests LD Shelley is successfully propelling further personal investigation into the Welsh language.

5 Discussion
These examples of Welsh on YouTube, and the dialogue these videos generate,
illustrate the productivity of language users’ own scaling practices in everyday
discussions of language – KatieMayoxx’s video has been viewed over 300,000
times and hasover 1,500 comments, many expressing their feelings of affirmation about the value of their own language practices (which likely include a lot
of what someone might call “translanguaging”). Iwan Rheon’s interview with
made-up subtitles has been viewed over 170,000 times. The version that does
not have silly subtitles has been viewed more than 100,000 times, probably in
part because viewers were directed there by the funnily subtitled one. And this
in turn has led to more comments (under the videos) about the general impressiveness of Welsh and its survival.
Initially, the original 1990s Welsh translanguaging literature might seem to
be addressing something more substantive than these citizen sociolinguistic
moments of language display and commentary. But how could we know? We
have no transcripts of any situated language use or commentary from that
original translanguaging literature. We have no evidence that translanguaging
practices in classrooms led to an increase in Welsh language proficiency,
English/Welsh bilingualism, or to a more socially just linguistic and cultural
context. In that body of translanguaging literature, as discussed above, the focus
was less on instances of translanguaging themselves, and more on the political
act of validating minoritized language practices.
In more recent literature on translanguaging we find detailed empirical studies and transcripts of multilingual interactions – we’ve discussed, for example,
transcripts of puns that Li Wei collected, and transcripts of Arabic use in multilingual Dutch classrooms. But these examples are not much more substantive than
the citizen sociolinguistic excerpts from YouTube comments. Most importantly,
those examples do not critically examine commentary from the language users
themselves. Instead, scholars, removed from the groups under discussion, provide
the commentary, scaling up to participate in a different community – one of
researchers who discuss “translanguaging.” While Li Wei’s example includes
some reflexive laughter and metacommentary – e. g.“good one” – from his
participants, these instances are never taken up as fundamental to his analysis.
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Citizen sociolinguist metacommentary, in contrast, continually builds on an ever-growing context of commentary from other language users, an incessant cycle of
feedback loops, creating a dynamic discourse community through iterations of
interactions. As illustrated in our analysis, citizen sociolinguistic metacommentary
tends to savor the particular and the personal. This scaled-back language of many
citizen sociolinguistic comments invites more voices into dialogue (“I’m Welsh too
and I say all of these words!”), potentially building new language communities
and fostering language diversity from the ground up, from the scaled-back level of
the grass roots.
In his 2016 discussion of scaling as an analytic tool, Singh has written,
speaking from the perspective of the researcher, that “there is a need to downscale our analysis of culture … to understand how communication attends to
scales in small-culture formation” (2016: 27). Our paper attempts something here
analytically akin to what Singh has called for, downscaling our own analysis to
see how small cultures are negotiated and created in the context of different
YouTube comment threads. It appears these comment threads are one location
where small cultures emerge. To simply call those small cultures “translanguaging” and proclaim their liberatory potential – participating in the translanguaging metadiscursive regime – would take us away from how people themselves
characterize what they are doing with language.
Taking Singh’s recommendations one step further, we are downscaling our
analysis to look at how the participants themselves scale back. “We” don’t have
to do it for them and if we do, we won’t be learning much. Instead, let’s start
looking at how these processes unfold, building our understandings of how
linguistic diversity functions in context, designing language curricula that call
attention to these processes, engaging students in language discussion by having them examine how language gains value through talk about language on the
internet and elsewhere.
Upscaling for its own sake is an analytical roadblock. The end of inquiry.
And, even when done for strategic and political reasons, upscaling by outsiders
rarely benefits minoritized peoples or fosters linguistic diversity. This may be
true even in cases in which social justice is the goal of such upscaling. As
Jaspers has written, “putting social justice at the center does not simply lead
to the protection of diversity” (2018: 9). However, scaling practices within multilingual communities – both scaling up and scaling down – can teach us a lot.
So, let’s turn our lens as theorists and as language educators to citizen sociolinguists, as they illuminate and develop their own views on communicative
diversity. As we’ve displayed here, many citizen sociolinguists are genuinely
interested in linguistic diversity and are actively negotiating how and when to
jump scale on their own.
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